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Brief Report

Use of Plastic Bag to Reduce Risks in Operators During
Endotracheal Intubation of Patients With Coronavirus
Disease 2019
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The rapid spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has led to a large number of patients being
admitted to hospitals, resulting in a near collapse of the medical system. The shortage of negative pressure
isolation rooms and personal protective equipment is a potential problem. It is a pressing challenge to prevent
the risk of infection in emergency physicians (EPs) during the endotracheal intubation of patients with
COVID-19. We used a large clear plastic bag, cut an opening that covered the patient’s head, and created
a negative pressure environment inside the plastic bag using the hospital’s medical gas pipeline system;
thus reducing the amount of virus-containing aerosols leaked out and the risk of infection in the operators
performing intubation. The video (http://www.caregiver.com.tw/Article.asp?ID=1258#article) about the
detailed preparation of the plastic bag intubation kit (PBIK) has been posted on the website. This technique
for safe endotracheal intubation in patients with COVID-19 is being used not only by EPs in Taiwan, but also
by physicians and paramedics from other countries. Regarding designing the PBIK, our original intention was
to use readily available materials to make tools that can improve the safety of the operators performing the
intubations in situations where medical resources are exhausted. However, due to limited time and patients,
further research is needed for validation.
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Introduction
The rapidly spreading coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) has led to many patients being admitted
to hospitals, resulting in a near collapse of the medical system.1 Because the disease testing is time-consuming, it is impossible to identify it immediately to
those severe dyspneic patients. Healthcare workers
(HCWs), such as emergency physicians (EPs), are at
a high risk of being infected when caring for these
patients, especially when performing endotracheal
intubations.2 Therefore, it is critical for the operators

to be equipped with complete personal protective
equipment (PPE) when these operators performs endotracheal intubations.3,4 However, with the current
exhaustion of medical resources, lack of PPE has become an urgent problem in all countries.5 Moreover,
emergency departments are experiencing a shortage
of negative pressure isolation rooms. Therefore, preventing the risk of infection is a pressing challenge
for EPs. The aim of this letter is to share the experiences of using a plastic bag to reduce infected risks in
HCWs during endotracheal intubation of patients with
suspected COVID-19.
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Experiences of Using a Plastic Bag
The plastic bag intubation kit (PBIK) (Fig. 1),
made from the readily available clear plastic bag as
physical barriers to reduce exposure to COVID-19
virus, was designed by YCT and KCT. The endotracheal intubation equipment was placed in the plastic
bag, and the hospital’s medical gas pipeline system
(MGPS) and wall-mounted suction unit were used
to create a negative pressure inside the plastic bag.
This negative pressure prevents excessive expansion
of the plastic bag caused by the air ﬂowing out of the
non-re-breathing mask and simultaneously draws the
virus-containing aerosol into the suction bottle. The
preparation steps are as follows:6
(1) Choose a 100 × 100 cm2 clear plastic bag, preferably with 0.06 mm thickness. Apply double-sided
tape to the edge of the open end of the plastic bag.
(2) Measure the length of the patient’s head and neck,
and cut an appropriate slit in the middle of one
side of the plastic bag to allow the head and neck
to pass through and to be covered by the bag.
Double-sided tape can be applied to the inside of
this slit to attach the bag to the bed and avoid the
leakage of virus-containing aerosol.
(3) Extend both arms from the open end to the two
bottom corners of the plastic bag and grasp them

with both hands. Ask the assistant to fasten rubber
bands on both wrists from outside the bag. The assistant must then hold the open end of the plastic
bag, pull it in the opposite direction, and turn it inside out, forming two pockets that will allow both
hands to reach in and perform the intubation (Fig.
2).
(4) Cover the patient’s head and neck through the slit
and secure the bag on the bed with double-sided
tape.
(5) Place the endotracheal tube, video assisted laryngoscope, 10 mL empty syringe, suction tube, and
ventilator circuit into the plastic bag from the open
end (Fig. 1). After placing the equipment, connect
the tube to the hospital’s MGPS and wall-mounted
suction unit or a ventilator with a high-efﬁciency
particulate air filter. Finally, seal with the double-sided tape applied to the edge of the open end
of the bag.
(6) Reach both hands into the pockets and perform
endotracheal intubation following the standard
procedure. After the intubation is completed, use
the same plastic bag to wrap the used equipment
for sterilization/disposal.
The video detailing the PBIK preparation is on
the website.6 Besides the EPs in Taiwan, physicians
and paramedics, from Italy, the USA, Middle-Eastern
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Fig. 1. Plastic bag intubation kit equipment. (A)
V e n t i l a t o r c i r c u i t w i t h h i gh - e f f i c i e n c y
particulate air filter used to connect the
ventilator. (B) Oxygen tube of non-re-breathing
mask. (C) Suction tube used to connect the wallmounted suction unit. (D) Endotracheal tube
and video assisted laryngoscope. (E) Doublesided tape used to seal the opening of the bag.

Fig. 2. Procedure to create two pockets to allow both
hands to perform intubation. (A) Extend both
hands to the two bottom corners of the plastic
bag. (B) Fasten rubber bands on both wrists. (C)
Hold the edge of the open end of the plastic bag,
pull the bag in the opposite direction, and turn
it inside out to form two pockets.
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countries, etc., have used this kit to perform endotracheal intubation in COVID-19 patients in the emergency room or pre-hospital environment. As no largescale community infection had broken out in Taiwan,
we only used about 10 cases. However, in our experience, intubation is much easier when we uses a PBIK
compared to an aerosol box,7 as it facilitates fluid
hand movement. Some physicians have also used
PBIK during endotracheal tube removal, wherein the
used equipment is enclosed in the plastic bag, thus
preventing infection caused by exposure of the equipment to the environment.
The intention for the PBIK design is not to replace PPE or change the current intubation guidelines
but to use a simple plastic bag to protect HCWs from
exposure to large amounts of the virus during intubation, especially in situations with scarce medical
resources, lack of negative pressure environment,
or no other reliable methods. Because the negative
pressure environment is created by sealing the bag
opening with double-sided tape and connecting the
suction tube to the wall-mounted suction unit, it is
uncertain whether this negative pressure environment
can effectively prevent infection. Due to limited time
and patients, further research is required to validate
its effectiveness.

performing the intubation, and the plastic bag could
be easily pulled away from the bed. Third, after the
suction tube is inserted into the plastic bag, the aerosol may contain viruses. Usually, the suction tube is
connected to the pipeline system of the wall-mounted
suction unit, and whether this will cause contamination in the hospital depends on the hospital’s design.
Thus, close attention must be paid to its usage. Finally, if the plastic bag is too thin, the two sides of
the plastic bag will come together when the negative
pressure is activated, failing to form an appropriate
space for the performance of intubation.
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